CERTIFICATION OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Schedule XXIV - Finland

The Delegation of Finland has transmitted to the secretariat the following second list of corrigenda to the draft consolidated Schedule XXIV - Finland, circulated to the contracting parties in document Spec(63)295, dated 11 November 1963:

Page 7

Items "ex 98.02 - oranges, the customs clearance of which takes place from July 1 to December 31"
and ex 08.02 - oranges, the customs clearance of which takes place from January 1 to June 30":

a footnote should be added, reading:

"At the Torquay conference South Africa was granted a binding on 'Oranges, from 1 April to 31 October' at 50 per cent ad val."

Page 16

Item 16.05: insert "NOR" after "DEN".

Page 37

Item "ex 32.01 - ether, excluding oak extract and quebracho extract": insert "GR" after "FR".

Page 40

Item "ex 33.06 - toilet waters, hair lotions and mouth waters" should read: "ex 33.06 - toilet waters, hair lotions and mouth washes".

Page 44

Item "ex 38.08 - rosin and resin acids": insert "GR" before "GY, US".

Page 46

In the last line of the page the negotiation reference should read: "A G 61".

./.
Page 51

Item "ex 40.08 - other": the negotiation reference should read: "A G 61".

Page 54

Item "ex 41.02 - sole and insole leather, etc.": the negotiation reference should read: "A G 61".

Pages 67, 93, 94, 99

All references to "SWI" should read "SWZ".

Page 140

Item 83.10: Negotiation reference "G 56" should be deleted.

Page 151

Item 84.56: Negotiation reference "G 62" should be deleted.

Page 154

Item "ex 85.06 - the total weight of each more than 1 kg but not more than 15 kg net": insert "G 61" after "T" and "US" after "GY".

Page 159

Item "85.19 ex 750 - automatic voltage regulators": the negotiation reference "G 56" should read "G 61".